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BUILDING POWER TO WIN
The roadtrip
On June 1st, YP4 launched a 3-year

3. “Connecting Our Issues” introduced

campaign called “Building Power to Win”

participants to a messaging framework

with a goal to reject the cyclical

called “Passion Framing” (developed by

abandonment young people face after each

2010 alum Cici Battle) that helps people

election with a commitment to play the

articulate how political seats directly affect

long- game; to build power with young

the issues their communities care about,

people and communities not just around

rather than centering “inspirational”

elections, but for a lifetime.

candidates.

We developed a comprehensive

4. “Engagement Tactics”helped participants

curriculum that covered four core topics:

identify which mobilization tactics are best

1.“What’s at Stake” an inside look into the

for their communities.

domino effect of polices and politics and
how not participating in the process inhibits

Then, we took it on the road! YP4 traveled

us from actualizing progress.

to 13 states and territories to engage, train

2. “Realizing Our Power” debunked the

and activate young folks that have been

“apathetic” narrative often prescribed to

historically left out of civic engagement and

young people while presenting new data on

political education trainings as a result of

the power of young people’s vote and

their location, race, gender, ethnicity,

analyzing youth turnout rates in correlation

ability, sexual orientation, or socio-

to win numbers in local, state and national

economic status. By activating these folks,

races.

we multiplied efforts on the ground and
impacted 500k people in 5 months.

VOTE SUMMIT
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BUILDING POWER TO WIN
The summit
In July 2018, YP4 held it's 4th Annual Vote

As Vote organizers, they were trained in a

Summit in Albuquerque, New Mexico with

variety of skills, including volunteer

over 200 young people from 37 states. For

recruitment, event planning, and data

three days, we strategized with young folks

collection, amongst others, and engaged in

inside and outside of our network on ways to

cutting edge workshops led by field experts on

break down barriers to voting in their

topics including gerrymandering, voter

communities for the midterm elections and

suppression, the census, and digital organizing.

beyond. The first day was completely free and
open to the New Mexican public.

These workshops were led by experts at
partner organizations such as The Brennan

We partnered with local grassroots’

Center for Justice, The Lawyer’s Committee

organizations in New Mexico that rarely

for Civil Rights Under Law, The Leadership

receive the investment they deserve. Partners

Conference on Civil and Human Rights, and

included: Student Power Network, ENLACE,

Now This.

Unidos Project, and Learning Alliance New
Mexico. On the second and third days, YP4
Fellows and Alumni were tasked with crafting
a voter engagement plan to mobilize their
communities to the polls.

OUR IMPACT
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BY THE
NUMBERS

50 VOTE
ORGANIZERS

These numbers reflect the work done

engagement plans to mobilize their

by YP4 staff, YP4 Vote Organizers,

communities to vote

from 21 states implemented voter

and training participants ahead of
the midterm elections.

Training Locations
States with Vote Organizers

14 TRAININGS
13 STATES
5 MONTHS

OUR IMPACT
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500K

23K

people impacted by Building Power

people mobilized ahead of the

To Win efforts

midterm elections

15K

4,635

people engaged by YP4 vote

people registered to vote

organizers ahead of the midterm
elections

1,300+ 41
people trained on YP4's Building
power to win curriculum

voter engagement events were held

THE WORK

VOTE
ORGANIZER
HIGHLIGHTS
YP4 Vote organizers were tasked with
implementing voter engagement plans
to mobilize their communities to vote.
Here are some highlights of their work.

JAMEL VANDERBURG
YP4 '07
as a professor, he made civic
engagement ahead of the midterm
election a class requirement at in his
undergraduate courses at the New
York Institute of
Technology. Over 20 students
canvassed with Arrive with 5 on
campus and in their communities
through the midterm cycle.
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TIP WONHOFF
YP4 ‘06
led the Governor's student voter
registration challenge in the State of
Washington. The voter registration
challenge ended with 4,262
new/updated voters statewide at
Washington’s institutions of higher
learning.

THE WORK

CASEY CLOWES
YP4 ’11
gathered over 100 contacts to
commit to vote and bring 5 people
with them to the polls on Election
Day in Tempe, Arizona. Casey held a
candidate forum in partnership with
Alpha Gamma Delta Sorority at the
university of Arizona and Arizona
House Rep Athena Salman that had
over 50 attendees.

CELINA AVALOS
YP4 ’18
worked to register over 350 students
to vote at University of California
Los Angeles (UCLA) with the Bruins
Vote Coalition. Celina was
interviewed by MSNBC about her
work in her role as co-director of the
Bruins Vote Coalition, a nonpartisan
campus civic engagement coalition at
UCLA.
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THE WORK

ERIC HALL
YP4 ’18
led a series of successful social media
activations that engaged Black Lives
Matter Birmingham's over 2000
followers with his voter engagement
plan “Project Organize Alabama”.

OLIVER TELUSMA
YP4 ’16
was the keynote speaker at the
University of Florida’s Hispanic
Heritage Month where he called on
over 300 students to commit to vote
and bring their communities with
YP4’s Arrive with 5 model. Oliver has
also taken on voter education events
at several community based events in
Gainesville, Florida that attract have
attracted several hundred attendees
including Golden Gate all Nation’s
Seventh Day Adventist Church
“Youth Day” and a “Brunch To Vote”
event organized by Oliver’s own
social enterprise dedicated to
millennial leadership in a digital age
“Fireside Radio.”
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Special thanks to all of our co-conspirators!
The Brennan Center for Justice
The Lawyer’s Committee for Civil Rights Under Law
The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human
Rights
Now This
Student Power Network
ENLACE
Unidos Project
Learning Alliance New Mexico
Portland Marriott Downtown Waterfront
Las Vegas Urban League
Las Vegas-Clark County Library System
Nevada Conservation League Education Fund
Renaissance Waterford Oklahoma City Hotel
DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel Albuquerque
Phoenix Burton Barr Central Library
The Westin Atlanta Airport
Tallahassee Community College
Dream Defenders
Miami Dade College
Alliance Française de Puerto Rico
Boise State University
Montana State University
NAACP Youth and College Division
African American Religious Affairs
The Enchantment Camp
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